
Hello wonderful human, 

Welcome to 34th Street, the Dom Perignon waterfall of Penn. We are the cultural 
authority at Penn. And we cover Penn culture with distinct voice, opinion and 
excellence. Street is either the coolest collection of weirdos or the weirdest 
collection of cool-os at this school. 

We’re thankful to have so many excited, passionate people working for us next 
semester and we hope that you will be one of them. We want to cuddle  with you on 
our vegan Pomeranian-hair love seat. 

Applications for editor positions are due Thursday, August 20th at midnight. 
Applications for all other positions are due August 25th at midnight. 
All applications should be sent to sternlicht@34st.com. 

Come closer, let us drink you in.

Street Exec

Alexandra Sternlicht, Editor-in-Chief
Marley Coyne, Managing Editor
Ariela Osuna, Digital Director

Ling Zhou, Design Director
Byrne Fahey, Design Director
Corey Fader, Photo Director

FALL 2015 STREET STAFF APPLICATION



Styles Editor (1) 

Entertainment Editor (1) 

Culture Editor (1) 

Features Editor (1) 

Word on the Street Editor (1) 

Highbrow Beat (1)

Ego Beat (1)

Music Beat (1) 

Film and TV Beat (1) 

Food and Drink Beat (1) 

Lowbrow Beat (1) 

Backpage Beat (1) 

Marketing/Social Chair (1) 

Copy Editor (1-2) 

Web producers (TBD)

Designers (TBD)

Photo (TBD) 

Editors Reporters Production Staff

STAFF POSITIONS (available ones in black):

A VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF STREET:

Editor-in-Chief

Design Directors Managing Editor Digital Director Photo Director

Photo Editors

Styles Editor Entertainment 
Editor

Culture Editor

Music F&TVF&D LowbrowArts Backpage Ego Highbrow

Features Editor WOTS Editor

Web Producers

Digital Designer

Social MediaDesign Editors

Marketing
Exec

Production Staff
Editors

ReportersKE
Y

MANDATORY WEEKLY COMMITMENTS (editorial only): 

Staff writers submit content to editors by a time determined by said editor.

Sunday by 12 p.m.

Sunday by 5 p.m.

Sunday @ 8 p.m.

Mon & Tues nights

Wednesday night

Thursday

Friday, Saturday

TBD by Editor

Lather, rinse, repeat.

Editors check in ALL content for the week (except time sensitive posts, etc.).

Staff writers will have coordinated storylist for the following week with editors 
and editors will submit respective storylist to exec.

Staff meeting (typically runs an hour to an hour and a half).

Content times for editors, staff writers should be on call at this time, 

Production, all editors should be on call 

~*Street day *~ celebratory beers at the office and other strocials because 
strocials are fun

Editors will organize times to meet with reporters to review upcoming content

*A note: much of your schedule will depend on the people you’ll 
directly be working with in your section(s). Flexibility is key!

Online Staff
Other

Copy



1. Complete the section-specific questions relevant to the position for which you are applying.  

SUBMITTING YOUR APPLICATION: 

2. Provide one feature idea and one theme issue idea (like last semester’s Love Issue).

3. Answer the role–specific questions found on the following pages for the primary position  
 for which you are applying.

4. Provide the names of the other positions you would accept should you not get your first  
 choice.  

5. All of the above should be included in a single PDF document with your name featured  
 prominently at the top. Save this document as FirstName_LastName.pdf (example: Wiz_ 
 Khalifa.pdf).
 Email your application PDF to sternlicht@34st.com with the subject line:  “FirstName Last 
 Name Editor Application.” In the body of the email, you should include:

Your full name
Your primary position (bolded) and list of positions you would also accept (not bolded)
Your class year (ex. 2015)
Your preferred email address
Your cell phone number

A general word of application advice: Be specific but concise. We want to get to know you—if we 
don’t already—so be yourself. Live, laugh, love...you get the idea. And if you don’t, free to ask anyone 
on exec your questions, big or small.



New peeps only:
• Attach a writing sample of no more than 500 words, preferably published in Street.
• How would you describe Street’s role on campus? How would you like to see that role evolve?
• What would you like to get out of Street this semester?

Returning peeps only: 
• This semester is bringing big changes. What do you expect to be the biggest challenges (your 

and ours) with adjusting to this new structure? How can we help you? Tell us your thoughts/
ideas—we want to make sure you’re heard. Sound off! 

• Give a short critique of Street last semester. Evaluate your performance and the performance 
of the magazine. What did we do well? What didn’t we do well? What are you most proud of? 
What are you least proud of? 

EDITORIAL STAFF:

EDITORS (STYLES, ENTERTAINMENT OR CULTURE EDITOR):
Styles (Music + Film & TV + Food & Drink): The Styles Editor (think Vogue, not Harry) knows all about the senses, 
from what to watch, what to listen to and what to ingest. He or she will help curate Penn’s literal and figurative taste 
by exploring the best of Penn/Philly.

Culture (Highbrow + Ego): The Culture Editor knows the who/what/when/where/why on campus. This position is 
unique in that it’s all about the people, whether through throwin’ shade in the Round Up or singing praise in Ego.

Entertainment (Arts + Lowbrow + Backpage): The Entertainment Editor has the unique job of creating visual, 
design–heavy content that still engages the reader in ways intellectual (think Arts), hilarious (think Lowbrow) or 
somewhere between odd and awesome (think Backpage).

As editors, you will be responsible for: Sitting down (in person!) with beat reporters every week and editing 
content, training new writers, assigning stories, receiving pitches from beat writers, communicating with the 
Managing Editor and performing duties as the Managing Editor sees fit. You should have a vision not only for 
your sections but Street as a whole, especially in the ~internet superhighway~ sphere. You will have a huge 
influence in the direction of this magazine, and it will be your job to use it!

• Which of the above listed positions are you applying for? What qualifies you for this job? 
• This job gives you a lot of freedom (but we’re obviously here to help!) Describe a week in the 

life of you AKA the boss ass editor. Take us from pitching to generating to editing etc. 
• How will you prevent late content? Choose a GIF to represent you feelings on late content. 

(Please be specific possible and outline concrete steps/actions you plan to take. i.e. don’t simply 
say, “Hold my writers accountable.” Show how you’d do it!)

• Scenario 1: A talented reporter is slacking off, turning in late, subpar pieces. How would you 
deal? 

• Scenario 2: An enthusiastic writer always turns their content in on time and generally has a 
great attitude. Unfortunately, the quality of their writing isn’t up to snuff. You’ve tried providing 
edits and guidance but they still don’t seem to get it. What do you do? 

• Scenario 3: A writer is reluctant to change a piece you find problematic. How do you tap into 
your inner Dale Carnegie (or MGMT100 snake if that’s more your style) to create a piece 
you’re both proud to see in Street?

• Are you willing to commit a significant amount of time/love/energy to Street next semester? 
• Answer the questions marked with * for each section under your “umbrella”. 



FEATURES EDITOR:

• Pitch us three complete Features ideas for next semester. (No, the one you did above doesn’t 
count.) What’s the topic, why does it matter and how will it look in print and online?  
Remember: Features ideas are not topics—they’re stories. The best give people #thefeels: 
excited, angry, engaged, passionate; the reactions vary, and that’s a good thing. What will each 
of your feature ideas contribute to the Penn dialogue (beyond vehement Facebook rants)?

• Features must incorporate Street’s digital landscape into each week’s story with  
supplementary online content—ranging from slideshows to interactive applets. Pitch us 
the supplementary content you imagine accompanying each of your three feature pitches. 
Outline how you plan to balance creating extensions with simultaneously handling a big–ass 
feature. 

• 1,500 words is easy to write but significantly harder to report. How will you show a n00b the 
ropes and make sure that each feature is thoroughly researched?

WORD ON THE STREET EDITOR:

• Which WOTS was your favorite last semester? Why?
• WOTS’ are often raw, personal, and frankly a little scary. As WOTS editor, it’s your job to 
• How will you pick WOTS topics that are relevant, timely and important to the Penn  

community? How will you pick the writers to write them (or vice versa)? 
• Write a sample Word on the Street: 500 words relating a personal experience deserving  

public attention. If you’ve written a Word on the Street, please attach that as PDF file along 
with your application. 

Word on the Street is Penn’s place for first person narratives. A place for Penn voices. A first-person 
conversation. The Word on the Street Editor is also responsible for getting Responses on the Street: responses 
from Penn students regarding a question based on the WOTS that you, the WOTS Editor, creates. 

Features Editor is the one of the most senior positions on staff. But with great power comes a great shit ton of 
work. Features sets the tone—and the cover—for each week’s issue. Features Editors should excel with the J–
word (that’s journalism, not jizz) and editing their peers into the dirt. Features editors know where to find 
stories, sources and angles. Most importantly, Features Editors must be as passionate about the pieces they 
solicit as their authors are. 



STAFF REPORTERS 
As staff reporters you will be charged with pitching and writing weekly content. You’ll meet with an editor each 
week to discuss your pieces for the current and your ideas for the coming one. They’ll give you feedback, but it’s 
your job to take your ideas in conjunction with their critiques to create work you’re proud to see on the page or 
screen. You’ll amass tons of clips and get experience at Street in perhaps the most important way there is. Note 
that being a staff reporter is significantly less work than being a section editor (this semester or last semester). 

• Pitch three ideas for the section you’re interested in. One should be an idea for a recurring 
feature, one should be a longer form investigative piece, and one should be an idea for a visual 
piece. Be creative!

• Your editor comes to you with a critique of your latest assignment. You don’t totally agree with 
their comments. How would you work with him or her to create a piece that both of you are 
excited to pick up in Street? 

• Answer the section specific questions for the beat to which you are applying in 300 words or 
less. 

HIGHBROW
As Street’s most notorious section, Highbrow serves the critical function of giving Penn students something to 
gossip about.  With a blend of solid reporting (read: finding gossip) and scathing commentary, Highbrow takes 
on the Penn social scene and all the stupid shit you don’t even remember doing.

• Critique the Round Up. Do you see a better way of providing gossip or a feature to replace it 
altogether?*

• How will you get the goss’ as Highbrow bbs are known to say?

LOWBROW 
Lowbrow is subject to one inflexible law: Content must be funny. Those who break this rule will be most  
severely punished. 

• Write something funny, 200 words or less. No guidelines, no form, #nofilter. 

EGO
Ego is the Street section that lives on Locust Walk. The Street-sanctioned guide to Penn, it shines a light on 
Penn’s best–known names and best–kept secrets. 

• Who makes a good Ego of the Week? Someone who is talented? Funny? Unbearably sexy? 
• What are 3 questions you would ask an Ego? 

ARTS 
To run this section your writing skills must be refined, but the topics you cover don’t have to be. If someone on 
campus or nearby is doing something he or she calls art, we want to know about it, and we want you to bring it 
to us. 

• What is art? More specifically, what is Arts? Theatre? Literature? Underwater basket weaving? 
What should Arts write about and why?* 

• How will you attract both artistically savvy readers and those who only know Picasso as that 
dude who cut off his ear? Be specific. 



BACKPAGE 
Ahh, the Nicki Minaj to Street’s Anaconda. Backpage is some of Street most popular and most strange. Back is 
what you make it. 

• How are you going to teach Penn to read Street from back to front? And how will you translate 
backpage to the forefront of 34st.com? 

MUSIC 
A Music reporter knows what you’re listening to when you pretend not to hear flyerers on Locust. And A Music 
reporter heard of that killer band way before you did.  Music reporters must be able to harmonize (pun regret-
fully intended): balancing the campus, local and national trends and debuts. 
 

• Don’t drop the beat. Yes, music is the shit you listen to but it’s also a culture, a feeling, a thing. 
Tell us what you’re listening to and why. 

FILM & TV 
Call it what you want: film, cinema, movies or the shit you watch to avoid doing work, F&TV’s seen it all. Both 
fun and informative, F&TV should appeal to Cannes snobs and Netflix slobs alike. 

• You can only watch one show for the rest of your life. What is that show and why?
• F&TV reaches both cinephiles and Netflixators. As a writer, it’s your job to appeal to both ends 

of the spectrum, perhaps meeting somewhere in the middle. How will you come up with stories 
that are at once substantive and entertaining?

FOOD & DRINK
F&D (affectionately known as Effin’ D) isn’t afraid to take a taste. Whether it’s transforming Commons into un-
common cuisine or comping classy eats for Dining Guide, these guys know how to make good grub accessible. 
Through reviews, recipes and reporting, F&D  reporters prove themselves experts in getting food–pregnant and 
wasted on a college budget.

• Briefly critique last semester’s Dining Guide. What worked? What didn’t? How can we make 
Dining Guide innovative, engaging, and Street-y rather than just an excuse for a comped meal?*

• What food is your spirit animal? Why?



ONLINE STAFF: 
Online editors are responsible for Street’s digital presence—34st.com, Twitter, Facebook Instagram, Foursquare, 

Tinder and beyond. They report directly to the Digital Director, Ariela Osuna.

WEB PRODUCER
Street’s web producers own the website, along with the Digital Director and Digital Designer. This position is 
responsible for the day–to–day maintenance of 34st.com. Web producers upload and format content, help 
section editors optimize their content for online and work towards improving and expanding Street’s digital 
platform and reach. Web producers are required to be “on call” at assigned times during the week to correct 
errors on the website. 

• What qualifies you for this this position?
• What is your favorite online publication or digital platform and what could Street learn from it?
• Pick one print article (features work too) from last semester and suggest a way to present it 

online. 
• How do you think Street content should be published online in terms of timing and schedule?

SOCIAL MEDIA // BRAND MANAGER
Do you #hashtag on the daily? Can you be the voice of Street? We’ve revamped this role several times—a 
hybrid of “social media editor” and “marketing director,” Street’s Brand Manager is responsible for promoting 
Street content and the overall brand across all social media platforms and on–campus. As one of the most vital 
roles for the distribution of this magazine, the Brand Manager is responsible for getting Street  to be the talk of 
the Street—whether that involves handing out Street merch on Locust or sharing posts on Street’s Facebook 
page. There’s infinite possibilities. The Brand Manager will work alongside the DP Business Manager and 
analytics team to market Street as a product and transform us into a profitable venture.

• What experience do you have with social media and/or brand management and marketing? 
• What is your vision for Street’s social media presence across platforms? Feel free to discuss 

frequency, topics covered, interaction with readers, or anything else you find to be relevant. 
• As Street’s first Brand Manager, discuss your plans to partner with the DP’s business staff and 

our advertisers to host events that both generate revenue and improve out public image? What 
Street events would Penn students want to attend? 

• Bring in everything you snoozed for in your Consumer Psych classes. How can Street reinforce 
its image and branding?

• Marketing is all about hype. Aside from social media promotion, how can we hype out  
characteristic and highly–anticipated issues (ex. Fashion Guide or Dining Guide)?

• How much is too much? How much is not enough? Critique Street’s current online social media 
presence. Include commentary on our user–driven “campaigns”, such as Shoutouts and Senior 
Superlatives. 

DIGITAL DESIGNER
Street’s Digital Designer is in charge of ensuring that articles look as good—if not, better—as they look in print. 
Throughout the week, the Digital Designer will meet up with section editors to brainstorm what media, 
graphics or interactive features could supplement their content online. Street’s Digital Designer will meet 
periodically with the web production team of the Daily Pennsylvania to adapt Street’s print articles for web and 
mobile–friendly interactive content. Ideally, the Digital Designer is well–versed in HTML and Adobe Creative 
Suite, but any prior experience with digital media is acceptable.



• People have a shorter attention span online. How can the website visually engage readers in 
the same way the magazine does in print?

• 34st.com is maintained on a content managing system called Gryphon, which has an interface 
similar to Wordpress. What experience do you have with web development software or  
programming? (Yes, you can list Microsoft Word if that’s the case). 

• Out of lazy habits, the Street website has become a trash bin for all the shit that’s not fit to 
print. From quizzes to how–to guides, what sort of content would you encourage—and help—
section editors to create?

• While Music, F&TV and Arts inherently lend themselves as breeding ground for media, some 
sections have a harder time stepping out tof their literary realm for print. What graphics or 
interactive features could be created for the rest?



PRODUCTION STAFF:

MARKETING DIRECTOR 
The Marketing Director (formerly Social Chair) is responsible for making Street awesome for our staff and for 
our readers. The Marketing Director will also work alongside the DP Business Manager to market Street as a 
product and transform us into a semi-profitable venture. 

• Discuss your plans for partnering with The DP’s business staff and our advertisers to host 
events that generate revenue and improve our brand image. Pitch three ideas for events. 

• Discuss your plans for internal marketing. Pitch two recruitment events and two staff-only 
events.  

PHOTO EDITOR
The Photo Editors are responsible for working with the Photo Director to take and edit all of the photographs 
that go in print and online. Photo works closely with Design to help give an illustration of every article and to 
make each page aesthetically pleasing.

• Please submit a portfolio with a variety of your photographs.
• How much experience do you have working with the tools in Photoshop?

DESIGN EDITOR
The Design Editors work alongside the Design Directors to fit content into our pages and onto our site, to 
design covers, pick fonts, create logos and play with InDesign. As part of design, you are responsible for making  
Street as beautiful as it can be, and then some.

• Describe your design experience and send us something (or some things) you’ve designed, 
preferably for Street. Include a link or PDF.

• List the programs you are competent or proficient in (Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator,  
whatever). How comfortable are you using them?

• Choose a random recent issue of Street from Issuu (http://issuu.com/34st). Critique the  
design of that specific print magazine, as well as Street’s general aesthetic. What do you hate 
(or politely dislike) about Street’s current style?

• Here comes the fun part: You’re going to design a feature. This requires access to Adobe  
InDesign. If you don’t have it, it’s ok. Tell us. We’ll work it out. If you do:

• Log into the super special Dropbox. Username is fahey@dailypennsylvanian.
com. Password is “Lentil” (the name of Byrne’s kitten).

• Open the InDesign file. You’ll be (re)designing the feature from our Love 
issue, The Real Brides of Penn. The text is all there, for photos feel free to 
use randoms from the internet just for the purpose of this. Give them fake 
photo bylines.

• Your only guidelines: Use color; the feature is always in color. Don’t let the 
body text be smaller than 10.25 pt. Otherwise, feel free to use either two or 
three pages. Get creative, show off your skills, make it beautiful! PDF your 
masterpiece before sending it back to us.


